UncodeSuper
WordPress theme

attractive

Uncode is the super attractive WordPress theme filled with
vibrant colors and clean designs. Uncode is a pixel perfect
creative multi-purpose WordPress Theme based on Visual
Composer. It is supremely engaging, widely successful, freshfaced, accessible fast-loading, efficiently coded and
technologically sophisticated responsive WordPress creative
multipurpose theme.
Uncode has been packed with an amazing set of tools and
features that make churning out professional, popular and
highly interactive pages and websites without writing a single
line of code an easy, breezy task.
Uncode is powered by the latest and greatest web development
technologies, incorporating HTML5 coding, polished and
customizable CSS3 styling and modular Bootstrap design in a
seamless, put together and completely outstanding presentation
that is easily digested by users across all market segments.
Theme focuses on legibility and brand identity, with
extensively customizable typographical options and advanced
color schemes. Uncode is a theme that lets you build websites
that people can enjoy and want to share with others
immediately. If you have something to say and need a beautiful
soapbox to say it from, Uncode is your theme.
Features of Uncode
WooCommerce friendly
Tailored Vcomposer
WPML certified
Layerslider

Packed with revolution slider
Custom Ilightbox
Impressive Posts module
Portfolio & Products)

with

100+

options

(Blog

Post,

16+ Portfolio Layouts
Impressive Carousels options
Extensive Typography options
One Page Scroll
Boxed & Wide site layouts
Infinite Layouts
Retina Ready & Fully Responsive
Infinite Fonts including
Squirrel and Fontdeck

Google

Incredible BigText Font
Smooth CSS3 Animations
SEO Optimised
Cutting-edge Performances
Exclusive Equal Heights
Full Integrated Contact Form 7
Beautiful Media Galleries
Extensive Thumbs Variations
Pagination & Infinite Scroll options
Social Share

Fonts,

Typekit,

Font

Video Support YouTube, Vimeo, Self-Hosted
Sticky, Hide and Shrink menu
1000+ Handpicked Icons
Standard and Customized Google Maps
Unique Content block
70+ Module variations option
Impressive Media library
Adaptive images
6+ Menu styles
Premium plugins included with Uncode
Dedicated support team

